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John Farman, the genius (for want of a better word) responsible for the best-selling A VERY

BLOODY HISTORY OF BRITAIN (WITHOUT THE BORING BITS), now tackles all the great

periods of history - in less than 10,000 words.History in a Hurry is so short that there just isn't

room for any boring bits!All you need to know (and a little bit less*) about the Tudors.(*Quite a

lot less, actually. Ed.)

From Publishers WeeklyAlthough its conclusion may sit uneasily with guilt-phobic Americans,

this Korean folktale is so beguilingly retold and visualized with such individuality that it

deserves a wide audience. The ebullient, sensory-overload style of illustration Heo brought to

One Afternoon is turned down several notches here, creating a busy, funny, yet delicate

backdrop in oil and pencil. The story focuses on two frog brothers who always do the opposite

of what their beleaguered mother asks?they even croak backward. Well aware of her sons'

contrariness, the mother, dying and wishing to be buried on the sunny side of a hill, tells them,

"Please bury me in the shade by the stream." Ironically, this time they obey and bury her by the

stream. When it rains, they beg the stream not to wash their mother's grave away, "and ever

since then, whenever, it rains, green frogs sit by streams and cry." This is a strong lesson in

obedience, but deftly rendered with a light touch. Ages 4-7.Copyright 1996 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Kirkus

ReviewsFrom a Korean folktale, the story of two frogs who always do the opposite of what their

mother tells them. When it's time to wake up, they don't; when it's time to eat duckweed soup,

they won't; when it's time to clean up, they make a mess; when it's time to be quiet, they start

croaking. Their mother's dying wish is expressed carefully: So that she will be buried on the

sunny side of the hill, she purposely asks her sons to bury her in the shade by the stream.

Regretful of their past behavior, the sons obey her wish, which is why each time the stream

threatens to flood her grave, they sit by the waters and weep. It's also why naughty children in

Korea are called ``green frogs.'' Heo (Father's Rubber Shoes?, 1995) provides a gleefully

fatalistic retelling, but the writing is surprisingly wooden. The magnificently eccentric

illustrations, full of tortured proportions and twisted perspectives, depict three ungainly frogs

surrounded by a bizarre variety of bugs, plants, wallpaper patterns, and little squiggles, all in an

idiosyncratic palette of grimy green mixed with beige, pink, and blue. (Picture book/folklore. 4-7)

-- Copyright ©1996, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From BooklistAges 5^-8. What begins as a cheerful tale of naughtiness

based on a Korean folktale (no notes are included) ends with a rather startling surprise. Crisp,

exaggerated, rather sophisticated artwork, somewhat reminiscent of Lane Smith's style,

depicts a pair of ebullient, contrary frogs, who refuse even to croak correctly. Their long-

suffering mother knows that the best way to get them to obey is to request the opposite of what

she wants. A problem arises, however, when her sons decide, in deference to their mother's

memory, to follow her deathbed instructions to the letter. The story seems somewhat

unbalanced--funny at the start, almost gloomy at the close, notwithstanding the legacy the frog

children leave behind: "in Korea, children who don't listen to their mother are called chung-

gaeguri or green frogs." But the artwork is dynamic--from the initial, lively double-page spreads

depicting the antics of the naughty duo to the subdued illustrations of the tearful brothers

begging the stream not to wash their mother's grave away. Stephanie Zvirin --This text refers to



an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Instant child appeal. Heo adds to the fun with her

unique illustrations." Horn Book, Starred --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.About the AuthorYumi Heo was born and raised in Korea but now lives near New York

City. She remembers being told the story of the green frogs when she, a little girl in Korea, had

disobeyed her mother. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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CONTENTSOff we go! What happened When1 The Historical Bit2 Those Wives3 England v

France v Spain4 After Henry5 Good Queen Whatever6 Travel – Gadding About in Tudor

Times7 Inns and Alehouses8 Fun and Frolics down the Local – Tudor Theatre9 Who was Who

and Where did they Live?10 Who did What to Whom11 Education – Teaching the Tiny

Tudors12 Tudors Tuck In13 At the Doctor’sTime’s Up OFF WE GO!WHAT HAPPENED

WHEN1485Henry VII (Henry VIII’s dad) becomes first Tudor when he beat Richard III (who lost

his horse) at the battle of Bosworth.1492Columbus risks slipping off the edge of the world and

discovers the West Indies (accidentally).1509Henry VIII becomes King of England and starts

hiring and firing (and beheading) his wives.1547Little Edward, Henry’s only boychild, becomes

the VIIth when only twelve days old.155316-year-old Lady Jane Grey becomes queen – it was

a nine day wonder.1553Mary Tudor becomes queen, executes Jane Grey and her hubby, then

burns all the Protestants she can get her hands on.1558Royal bastard Elizabeth become

queen.1568The Spanish send an Armada because they didn’t like Elizabeth I executing Mary

Queen of Scots who they wanted as queen!1568(also) Sir Francis Drake, fed up with this

world, sets off to find us a nice new one which, when found, they call . . . The New

World.1603Elizabeth dies, mad as a snake, but having united her people.End of the Tudor

dynasty.PS. If you notice some irritating scribbles by someone calling themselves ‘Ed’ in these

pages, I’m sorry, but it’s Susie, my fussy editor*. The printer left them in by mistake and we

didn’t have time to change ’em before printing the book.*Just doing my job! Ed Chapter 1 THE

HISTORICAL BITThe Tudor age started in 1485 after a huge civil war between the

Lancastrians and the Yorkists, both based up North, which seemed to be about the colour of

roses and the egos of two great dynasties: the Yorks and the Lancastrians. Civil wars were a

great way of settling arguments and keeping the population at bay. This one ended in a sort of

a draw when Henry VII, a Lancastrian, got it together and married Edward IV’s girl Elizabeth, a

Yorky (amazing how marriages are almost as good as civil wars at settling arguments!).To

Have or to Have NotThere then followed a golden age, making most others in England’s

colourful history pale into baleful boringness, with a cast-list that a Hollywood director would

drool over: Henry VIII, Will Shakespeare, Elizabeth I, Tom Wolsey, Laurence Olivier* to mention

– er – five.Golden, because it was practically the first time an exploding birthrate was matched

by a healthy surge in the economy. If you have one without the other you’re usually in for big

trouble (see India, China or Wandsworth). But to be strictly accurate** it was only really golden

for the landowners (the Haves), as your average peasants (the Have-Nots) had to watch their

living standards plummet (essential supermarket consumables rocketed by 488% in the

century following Henry VIII’s accession). Funny thing, progress, it always seems to be the

poor that pay for it. Ah well, c’est la vie.*Wasn’t he just a Shakespearean actor? Ed**A rare

treat, Mr Farman. EdHenry VIIThe Tudors officially started with Henry VII from the House of

Lancaster: he was the one who beat the cruel and unpopular Yorkist Richard III in 1485 and

promptly married Elizabeth of York to make England one big happy family again (having neatly

snitched all the Yorkist lands). He still had loads of enemies, however, but gradually managed

to show them who was boss by outlawing their private armies, not letting them have any

castles, holding on to all the best weapons and taxing them to the hilt.Henry reigned peacefully

for thirty years and made England very rich which was very nice. Better still, he forced one of

his daughters to marry the geriatric King of France (on condition that she could have a

husband of her choice when he keeled over), his other daughter to marry the King of Scotland

and, best of all, his eldest boy Arthur, to marry the King of Spain’s daughter Catherine (of



Aragon). This, in theory, made everyone dead matey. Arthur, unfortunately, hardly lasted long

enough for a couple of decent Spanish holidays at his father-in-law’s place. His dad, mean as

they come, refused to give the dowry money back on his son’s death, and rather cheekily

promised her to his next son, Henry.This to-ing and fro-ing caused all sorts of rumpuses

(rumpii?), but we’re in a hurry, however, and the Tudors to come are much more fun. We’ll

press on.Happy Birthday, Henry VIIIWhen Henry VII died, Henry Jnr, the King’s old youngest

son, but now the King’s new oldest son because the old oldest son had popped his clogs, got

the key of the palace door, together with a big golden hat, a kingdom, the surname ‘Eighth’ and

a slap-up party throughout the land, all on his eighteenth birthday (beats my Boots gift token

and free half at the Dog and Dungheap).Being clever, handsome, virile and rather anxious to

get on with things, he quickly steamed in and married his ex-older-brother’s now ex-wife,*

Catherine of Aragon (the King of Spain’s daughter), and invaded France (more of that later).
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G. P. Booth, “Very cheap and very useful for school. I bought this for my 8 year old daughter

who is being encouraged by her school to move on to non-fictional reading. I read history at uni

and understand some of the complexities of picking out the bare essentials of any period and

making jell with the reader. Farman's approach is very school boy/girlish humour and turns

what might have become a list of boring facts into great fun for children (and adults) new to the

topic. We went through this for 5 or 6 days and she comfortably passed her AR test at school.

We spent time going over the main points a few time but the basic structure needed to this key

period is all here. Very cheap and very useful.”

Reader, “Brilliant. Both educational and funny. I an now looking forward to reading others by the

author as I love his writing style.”

The book by John Farman has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 4 people have provided feedback.
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